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Welcome to 2012! Over the past few months, we
have been very busy making our software even
Better!
I want to thank all of our Power Flash users who have
offered ideas and suggestions that we will be incorporating over the next few months.
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I also want to welcome seven new services who have joined our
Power Flash family in the past several months. We are excited
about working with you over the month and years to come!
Often I am asked what plans are in store for Power Flash over the
next few months and years. The core Power Flash application is very
stable and offers an unrivaled feature set. We will continue to build
upon this foundation for years to come, adding new features and
further enhancing existing ones.
The major changes we will be making involve adding an administration layer to the Internet Side. This new functionality will allow you
to perform all Power Flash functions from a web browser, rather
than having to load Power Flash on each machine. Eventually,
Power Flash will only need to be installed on your server, since you
will be able to do everything from a web browser. Your CSR's in the
office will be able to operate Power Flash from a web browser. If you
have remote offices, this means no more Remote Desktop! All your
remote dispatchers will also be able to access Power Flash via the
web module.
Admittedly, this is a very big project, and will take several more
months to complete. But I want to stress that this is not a complete
re-write of Power Flash. The core application will remain the same.
All we are doing is moving the User Screens from a Windows Application to a Web Server Application. All of the data storage, manipulation, calculation, and server routines remain part of the core Application. This means that we can roll out the new Interface one
screen at a time.
The reason behind this fundamental change is to allow our clients
the option of using our Data Center rather than hosting the system
on their own servers. Now that the Internet is such an integral part
of our infrastructure, many services appreciate the security and performance offered by the data center, not to mention the cost savings of not having to maintain multiple servers and a highbandwidth Internet connection.
Next month, I will describe our new data center options in details.
Stay tuned!
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What Makes Power Flash Special
Restaurant and Menu Features
This month, we are going to highlight some of the
features just in Restaurant / Menu setup that
separates Power Flash from the others. (Next
month we will focus on other areas.)
Menus & Modifiers. With Power Flash, you can
nest your modifiers as deep as you need to. For
example, if the menu offers "Soup and Salad", you
need to be able to program the menu to ask about
Salad dressings, if and only if, the customer
chooses "Salad". If the customer chooses soup,
you need to ask the customer what kind of soup.
You an program menu modifiers to automatically
choose themselves. For example, if an item always with Chips & Salsa, and you want this modifier to be chosen without having to even ask the
customer, it is easily done with Power Flash.
(Making it a separate modifier ensures that the
kitchen sees it and includes it). When setting up
modifiers, you can assign different weights to options, allowing one choice to count as two. For
example, if a customer can choose three sides,
but a baked potato counts as two sides, this is
easily done! Finally, you can set limits on how
many choices a customer gets for free, and what
is the most number of choices they will be charged
for. For example, a Two-Topping pizza comes
with two free toppings. Extra toppings are $1.00
each, but a customer is never charged more than
$10 extra, even if they get 15 toppings. This is
very simple to setup!
Meal Periods. While all of the programs let you
decides if an item is a lunch or dinner item, Power
Flash allows you to define as menu different meal
periods as you want. You can even setup an item
to be available only on Friday nights between 4
and 8 for the Friday night fish fry special!
Restaurant Setup. There are many small bells
and whistles that you can take advantage of when
setting up your restaurants. You can send orders
to the restaurant via fax, email, or both. You can
send a message to the restaurant manager alerting him to the fact you just sent a fax or email.
The format of orders being sent to the restaurants
can be customized for each restaurant if you want.
For example, some restaurants may want two
copies, some want one. And there are always
some restaurants you want to make sure never
see the customer's name. You can even send different formats for takeout and delivery orders.

Power Flash allows you to setup lead times for
restaurants, ensuring that customers give you
plenty of notice. Lead times can vary by restaurant, meal period, and even customer's location.
Lead times can be setup for a specified number of
hours, or just days in general. (A restaurant that
is only open at lunch during the week may require
4 hours lead time for a dinner order, but need to
know 1 day ahead of time for a breakfast order,
and require 2 days notice for Sunday orders.) All
this is easy to setup in Power Flash.
Power Flash allows you to have different menus
for takeout and delivery.
Vacation Days can be setup far in advance for
your RDS and even for individual restaurants. Vacations can be setup for all or part of a day, and
there is no limit to the number of vacations that
can be setup in advance.
You can setup different commission levels for
takeout and delivery for each restaurants. Your
pay periods can be different for different restaurants. Some can be paid weekly, some bi-weekly,
and others just monthly. You can even set your
pay periods to end on different days if you want.
You can also set the system to delay payments by
a certain number of days to increase your float
time! Once these are setup, you can pay your
restaurants each week with a single click of a button.
The system will generate statements exactly when
they are needed for each restaurant, and include
only the orders that should be included. The system will also ensure that you never miss an order
or pay for the same order twice. Finally, you can
go back and look at old statements at any time to
see what and when you paid. Other programs lose
historical accuracy if you have changed any restaurant parameter between the time you first generated the statement and the time you want to go
back and see it again. For example, if your percentage with Bob's Seafood was 20% last year,
and you changed your percentage to 25% now,
you want to see a statement from last year, Power
Flash will re-print the statement exactly as it was
back then. Other programs will reprint the statement using the current discount rate, making historical reporting inaccurate at best.
You can setup restaurant so that drivers pay for
the food when they pick it up, or (like most services) where you pay the restaurant by check at
the end of the pay period. If you set it up so that
(Continued on page 12)

The Future of
Power Flash
For the next several pages, we will look at some of the new screens that are available via the new Admin
Module part of your Power Flash website. If you have upgraded to the latest version of Power Flash,
these screens are available to you now. In fact, several new functions are available only from these new
screens.
To access the Admin module from the Web, just enter your own site name, followed by a "/admin".
For example, if your company website address is "www.rds.com", to access the Admin site, enter
"www.rds.com/admin".
You will be asked to login, just as you do in Power Flash. Use your same Power Flash login name
and password here.

After you login, you will see the basic Power Flash Screen:

New Order Entry Screen
Your CSR’s can now enter orders using the new Admin module. They no longer have to use the Window
version of Power Flash on their workstation. All they need is a web browser! Once they have logged in,
they can place orders quickly and easily.
The order entry system here is very similar to the
main Order Entry screen your customers use.
In fact, it is the same screen, with a just few extra
features added.
At the top of the screen is a section where your
CSR’s can select a customer or change/edit the customer information.
Once a customer is selected, the order process is the
same as it is for customers who order on-line. Your
CRS’s go through the same process, and enter the
same information.
Of course, the system knows that your CSR has entered this order, and will track it as such.

This will be the most important screen your CSR’s will use. From here, they can enter new orders, edit
existing orders, and even assist customers who are ordering on-line themselves.

New Dispatch Screen
The dispatch screen works the same way here as it does inside Power Flash, with the added ability to
directly pull Mapping data from Google Maps. Just click on the "Map" button, and a new window will
open up and display driving directions and a delivery map for that order.

You can assign drivers, view orders, monitor the status of your orders, and mark the orders complete.
This dispatch screen is updated every few seconds so that you can easily keep track of all of your drivers.

New Image Management Screen
The Image Management Screen is a new routine written not available inside Power Flash. This routine
allows you to upload restaurant logos, menu item pictures, and manage your Image Rotation System.

Restaurant Logos should be a JPG or GIF file 75 pixels wide. This routine will allow you to upload the logo
file directly from your system to the website. You will also be able to load restaurant logos from the new
Restaurant Setup screen.
Menu Item Pictures. One new feature that we have added this month is the ability to display pictures of
your food items for customers viewing the restaurant menus. If an item has a picture, a small camera
icon will appear next to the item's name. The customer can click on that icon and see a picture of the
item. This screen is where you load these menu item pictures. Each picture should measure no more
than 350x350 pixels.
If we have designed your website for you, we can setup places throughout your site where you can insert
graphics. These graphics can be anything you want, including banner ads. This page allows you to manage which graphics are shown, and how often. When we setup your site for you, we will create different
sections (or Categories) on your section where the picture will go. You use this routine to select the picture to show there. If you enter more than one picture, the system will randomly display one of the pictures each time the page is loaded. Or, you can enter frequency value, and the system will fade from one
image to another every few seconds.

New Page Management Screens
When we setup your website, your Home Page
and other custom pages can be designed to allow you to control the content on these pages.
You can control the text, images, links, and appearance of what appears in these boxes.
There is no limit to number of different page
setup screens you can maintain. This gives you
the ability to manage everything from a very
simple site, to a complex one with dozens of
informational and other special pages.
This screen, which replaces the old Internet
Page management inside Power Flash, allows
you to change the content on your site, using a
WYSIWYG ("What you see is what you get")
editor.
You can even upload pictures to the page!

Gift Card Template Setup Screen
This screen allows you to manage your Gift Card templates. The Gift Card system inside Power Flash allows you to utilize various "templates" for your Gift Cards. All Gift Cards function the same way inside
Power Flash. But this feature allows you to offer "special" cards for special occasions. Here is where you
upload the card you have designed.

Our graphics department can design a multitude of different templates just for your company for as little
as $25. When we design your templates for you, we will install them on your server as well. For more
information, give us a call at (888) 578-9428.

New Restaurant Review Management Screen
You want your website to stand out. What makes sites such as Amazon so popular is their ability to show
you customer reviews alongside each item. Now, you can offer your customers the same feature on your
own website!
The Restaurant Review System is a brand new feature in Power Flash. This feature, should you decide to
use it, allows your customers to rate their experience with each restaurant, and write a review. The system allows one review per customer per order for each restaurant on that order. The customer can give
the restaurant between 1 and 5 stars, and can write comments about their experience.

The customer's star rating is factored in immediately, but their comments are held until you can review
them. This screen allows you to review each comment posted. You can either Approve the review, or
Delete it. This will allow you to prevent obscene or objectionable comments from being posted.

Cash Drawer Screen
The Cash Drawer screen looks and works exactly as it does inside Power Flash. Every time a driver
checks out, the proceeds from his checkout are placed into a cash drawer, separated by cash, checks,
and credit cards.
This is the screen where you settle your daily credit card slips, and record your bank deposits.
You can maintain one or more cash drawers in Power Flash. This is useful where you have multiple offices, or want to separate and track funds collected by different dispatchers.

Clock In / Clock Out Drivers and CSR's
You can clock your drivers in and out from here, the same
way you did inside Power Flash. Simply click on the Clock
In or Clock Out button.
These buttons are available to you from any of the Admin
Screens, and you can clock a driver or CSR in or out without interrupting whatever else you were doing!
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the drivers pay for the food, the system will automatically keep track of how much the drivers have paid
when they come in to checkout!
Sales tax can be handled three different ways, and this can vary from restaurant to restaurant. You can
pay the tax directly to the State yourself, you can pay ALL of the tax on the food to the restaurant, or
you can pay tax based on your discounted price to the restaurant, paying the rest of the tax to the State
yourself. Power Flash will accurately track it no matter what method you use.
You have extreme flexibility when setting up delivery fees. Delivery Fees can be based on distance, either
charged by the mile or by a mileage bracket, or both. They can be set by zip code or by zone or by both.
Or by all three! They can be setup differently for each restaurant, and even can be different for each
zone for each restaurant! If you have 10 restaurants and 10 different zones, you could potentially setup
100 different delivery schedules, although that would be a bit extreme. But Power Flash would handle it
simply and efficiently.
The system will even maintain separate retail and wholesale prices for each item and modifier, allowing
you to base you discount on the restaurant's menu price rather than the price you charge your customers, if you want to.
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